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The statewide monitoring network currently contains about 850 wells. Most wells are measured quarterly
by staff at the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology (MBMG) but some in the Paradise, Helena,
Gallatin, and Missoula valleys are measured by cooperators at local water quality districts and the
universities. In addition to the quarterly measurements, there are about 90 water-level recorders that
provide daily water levels, 10 of which are operated by the U.S. Geological Survey under a cooperative
agreement. Other cooperators include the Coal Hydrology program at MBMG which measures wells in
Rosebud and Big Horn counties, the Ground-Water Characterization Program at MBMG which measures
wells in its active study areas, the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, and the Sheridan County
Conservation District’s water reservation monitoring program in northeast Montana. Water-level data from
all of these efforts are available through the GWIC web site at http//:mbmggwic.mtech.edu.
The statewide network is designed to collect water-level and water-quality data that may be used for a
variety of purposes. However, in response to current climatic conditions this document focuses on how
ground-water levels are responding to drought.
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(A) A water-level recorder on a well in Yellowstone County provides water-level records valuable for
assessing the impact of subdivision and climate on near-surface alluvial aquifers.
(B) A stock well in Powder River County is one of about 90 network wells completed in the Fort Union
Formation. Water-level measurements from Fort Union Formation wells provide data helpful in
evaluating the aquifer’s response to drought and development.
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Typical water well construction and Terminology
The static water level is the distance from the land surface to the water in a well when the well is not
being pumped. A pumping water level is a measurement made while a well is being pumped and at a
known time after pumping began. Drawdown is the difference between the pumping water level and the
static water level. Distances to water (both static and pumping) are reported as positive numbers.
Therefore, a water level of 10 ft below land surface is “higher” than a water level of 20 ft below land
surface. Increasing distances to water in wells indicates that water levels are “declining”; decreasing
distances indicate that water levels are “rising”.
The amount of drawdown required to sustain a given yield depends on the amount of time that the well
has been pumped, and the characteristics of the aquifer. Generally, if static water levels in the well
decline, there is less available drawdown. Because pumps are set at specific depths, declining static
water levels may cause pumping water levels to fall to the pump intake, and disrupt production from the
well. The amount of water-level decline that can be tolerated depends on the individual well and the
aquifer in which it is completed. For example, a shallow well that requires only inches of drawdown may
continue producing, while nearby deep wells that require many feet of drawdown fail. Other deep wells in
the same aquifer may appear unharmed because they require less drawdown to operate. Conversely,
deep wells often can tolerate larger total water-level declines than can shallow wells. Ten feet of waterlevel decline in a deep well may impact yield, but a shallow well that only contained three feet of water to
begin with would have long since been dry.
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Climate response wells
Wells that do not apparently
respond to climate (~510)

Wells with apparent long-term
climate signature (~340)

Climate Response Wells
The statewide monitoring network includes about 850 wells that are completed in many different
hydrogeologic regimes, some of which apparently are not sensitive to current climatic conditions. An
example would be deep wells in eastern Montana’s regional Foxhills-Hell Creek aquifer. Wells completed
in aquifers that receive most of their recharge from sources other than direct infiltration of precipitation
also may not be impacted as severely by climatic conditions. Examples include aquifers connected to
large rivers or which are recharged by leakage from irrigation practices.
Two examples are shown above. Both wells are located in the Flathead valley. Water levels from the well
on the left are from an aquifer connected to and recharged by the Flathead River. These water levels
have not responded to the recent wet 1996-1997 or dry 1999-2004 periods. Water levels from an aquifer
that receives recharge from precipitation, snow melt, and spring run off are shown on the right. The water
levels generally rose prior to the end of the wet period but have fallen since the dry period began. The
rate of fall was relatively rapid initially but in recent years has begun to slow.
Upon initial examination of their hydrographs, about 340 of the 850 wells in the statewide network show
recognizable climatic response.
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Departures from quarterly average water level:
climate response wells
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Departures from quarterly average water level: March 1996 – March 2004
The graph compares the percentage of climate sensitive wells with below-average water levels to climate.
Quarterly postings of the 30-month statewide Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) are in the upper part
of the chart. Between the first quarter of 1996, and the last quarter of 1999, the SPI was wetter than
normal. In 1997 when the climate was wettest, only 25 to 35 percent of the climate sensitive wells had
below-average water levels. As the climate became drier beginning in 1999, the percentage of wells with
below-average water levels began to rise.
By the first quarter of 2000 the SPI had become negative, and since the fourth quarter of 2000 the climate
has been moderately to very dry. During this “dry” period water levels in 60 to 80 percent of the climate
sensitive wells have been below their quarterly averages. The second quarter of each year generally has
the lowest percentage of below-average water levels, most likely because of short-term recharge from
spring run off and irrigation practices.
The illustration shows that although more climate sensitive wells are currently below their quarterly
averages than were during 1997-1998, about 25 percent were below their quarterly averages even when
climatic conditions were relatively wet. Other factors influence water levels in wells and the examination of
water-level records (hydrographs) in conjunction with climatic, pumping, and other data is essential to
determine what may be happening in specific areas.
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First quarter 2004 seasonal water-level departures
Although the monitoring network currently contains about 340 climate sensitive wells, only 271 have
first quarter (January –March) 2004 measurements for 5 or more years. The locations of these wells
are shown on the map. Each colored square shows the difference in feet (departure) between the
well’s most recent measurement and the average of all its measurements for the January-March
period. Yellow, orange, and red squares show wells in which the most recent measurement is below
average. Green and blue squares indicate wells where water levels are above average. Gray points
show where water levels are within 1 foot of the quarterly average. The black dots show the
locations of network wells that are not climate sensitive, or where not enough data exist to support
the departure from average analysis.
The histogram shows the percentage of wells that are in each departure category. Thirty-three
percent of the wells have water levels within +/-1 ft of their long-term quarterly averages. Most of the
remaining wells (63.5 percent of total) have water levels more than 1 foot below their long-term
averages; only 6.3 percent of the wells have water levels more than 1 foot above their long-term
averages.
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Hydrographs by climate division
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Hydrographs by Climate Division
The boundaries of Montana’s Climate Divisions are shown on the map along with the locations of
climate sensitive wells. It is apparent that Montana’s Climate Divisions are geographically extensive
and that precipitation amounts likely change from one end of a Climate Division to the other.
Additionally, water levels from a well near the edge of a Climate Division may actually respond to the
climate reported for an adjacent division if the local geography more closely matches the geography of
the adjacent division. Currently, procedures are being developed at MBMG to allow individual
precipitation stations to be selected representing more limited geographic areas. Subdivision of the
climate data will allow more direct comparison to water-level records.
Hydrographs from wells within each climate division highlighted with blue circles will be discussed in
the following pages.
On each hydrograph, the water level record is shown by blue points connected by a blue dashed line.
The red trace is the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) assigned to the well. The zero (average
precipitation) line for the SPI is shown in green and wetter than average SPI values (from 1 to 3) are
shown by dark green tick marks above the average. Drier than average SPI values are tick marks
below the average. The Climate Division and months of accumulation in the SPI are noted on each
chart. For example, SPI 12 NC is the 12-month Standardized Precipitation Index for the North Central
Climate Division.
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North Central Climate Division
Three wells typical of alluvial aquifers in the North Central Climate Division illustrate how water levels
are changing.
Well 79060: Water levels in this well appear to correspond to the 12-month North Central SPI. Waterlevels have declined since 1995-96 reaching record lows in 2002. Water levels rose 3-4 ft in late 2002
but have fallen again since. Current water levels are similar to those recorded in early 2000.
Well 39487: Water levels generally follow the trace of the 12-month North Central SPI. Water levels
fell between 2000 and mid-2002 but recovered about 5 ft beginning summer 2002. Current water
levels are similar to initial measurements in 1995.
Well 3977: Water levels have declined steadily since measurements began in 1985. The record
shows an annual cycle where water levels peak in the late spring before being impacted by irrigation
pumpage in the summer. The 30-month North Central SPI is shown for comparison but the water
levels do not closely correspond. The long-term decline is attributed to removal of water from storage
by irrigation pumpage and the climate is represented by the flattening of the rate of decline between
1993 and 1996.
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Central Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Central Climate Division illustrate current water-level
conditions.
Well 58923: Water levels peaked in 1994-1996 and since have fallen about 16 ft. The general
water-level pattern matches the 21-month Southwestern SPI even though the well is located just
within the southern edge of the Central Climate Division. Water levels began to fall during the
second large fluctuation in the SPI to just below normal in 1997. The short term dry period was
followed by a moderately wet peak in 1998. Since then, water levels have continued to fall as the
SPI entered an extended very dry period.
Well 2315: Water levels peaked in 1995-1996 and have since declined about 30 ft. The general
water-level pattern matches the 30-month Southwestern SPI even though the well is near the north
edge of the Central Climate Division. The Madison Formation is isolated from the land surface by
confining formations and the its recharge area is in the mountainous areas of southern Cascade
County. It is likely that the climate in the mountainous area more closely matches the climate of the
South West rather than that of the Central Climate Division.
Well 148530: Water level change in this shallow alluvial well appears to match the 12-month Central
SPI. Water levels have been rising since mid-2002 and the most current water level is at a record
high.
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South Central Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Central Climate Division illustrate current water-level
conditions.
Well 102486: Water levels exhibit an annual cycle as well as a long-term climatic signature. The
climate signature matches best with the 36-month South West SPI. Even though the well is within
the South Central Division, the well is located in an intermontaine valley similar to the valleys of the
South West Division to the west.
Well 149510: Water levels in this sandstone aquifer have generally fallen as the 12-month South
Central SPI has become moderately dry. Some recovery in the SPI beginning in mid 2002 was
matched by water-level rises of about 5 ft.
Well 10289: Water levels in this well have fallen about 15 ft since measurements began in 1996.
Although there appears to be some annual cyclicity in the measurements, the general water-level
pattern matches the 36-month South Central SPI indicating that the relative dryness or wetness
during the last 36 months controls the general water level in this well.
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Western Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Western Climate Division illustrate current water-level
conditions.
Well 6283: The hydrograph contains signals derived from annual pumping, a long-term decline
potentially related to de-pressuring of the aquifer, and a long-term climatic pattern. The climatic
pattern in the water levels has matched the 36-month Western SPI closely since 1995, but precedes
climate signature in earlier years.
Well 77922: The climatic signature in this bedrock well appears to be as much as 50 ft. Water levels
fell between 1984 and 1996 beginning at the time the 30-month Western SPI moved from very wet
to very dry. Water levels continued to fall until 1997 but rose in 1998 when the SPI again became
very wet. An intermediate moderately wet peak in the SPI in 1992 did not cause a water-level
response.
Well 133034: Water-level patterns in this well appear to match the 12-month Western SPI. The gap
in the water level record in 1997 was caused by artesian flowing conditions which prevented waterlevel measurements.
Well 141665: Water levels react to short term and long term climate in this hydrograph. The large
peaks in 1997 and 1998 are apparently in response to short-term intense precipitation or snowmelt
events. The general pattern matches the 30-month Western SPI as it moves from very wet in 1997
and 1998 to very dry in 2001.
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Western Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Western Climate Division illustrate current water-level
conditions.
Well 154007: The water-level record shows annual as well as climatic patterns. The annual pattern
may be related to recharge but has been heavily impacted by pumping. The climatic pattern
matches the 30-month Western SPI. Water levels have recovered by about 60 ft since use of the
well was discontinued in 2001.
Well 154595: The climate signature in this water-level record matches the 24-month Western SPI.
Water levels generally dropped about 8 ft as the SPI moved from very wet in 1997 to very dry in
2001.
Well 51731: Water levels generally rose as the 18-month Western SPI moved from very dry in 1995
to very wet in 1997. Water levels have slowly fallen as the SPI became very dry in 2001. The
relatively quick rise during the wet period and slow decline during the dry period shows that the
aquifer’s recharge path is shorter and more direct than its discharge path.
Well 120512: The 24-month Western SPI matches the general rise and fall of water levels in this
well. Water levels peaked in 1997 and have fallen about 5 ft since.
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Southwestern Climate Division
Selected wells representing aquifers in the Southwestern Climate Division illustrate current water-level
conditions.
Well 133371: This well is located in the Blacktail Deer Creek area southeast of Dillon where there is a
large amount of ground-water supported irrigation. The general water-level pattern matches the 15month Southwestern SPI but quick upward movement of water levels in 1993 and 1995 show the
impact of short term intense recharge events. The water level has fallen about 20 feet since 2000.
Well 8889: Annual cyclicity of 3 to 5 ft overprints a water-level decline of about 5 feet since 1999. The
general pattern of the decline matches the 30-month Southwestern SPI.
Well 892116: This well is in near Butte, Montana and only a few miles from the edge of the Western
Climate Division. It is also on the western side of the Continental Divide. The general water-level
pattern matches the 36-month Western SPI. The water-level pattern also closely matches SPI values
calculated directly from the precipitation record at the Butte Airport which appear to be more similar to
the Western divisional SPI than to the Southwestern divisional SPI.
Well 96826: A strong annual spring time recharge pattern of about 15 ft is overprinted on a general
water-level decline of about 10 ft. The annual water-level rise begins in April and water levels peak in
June. Water levels then fall slowly to an annual low the next March. The annual pattern was strong
during the late 1990s but has weakened and been minimal since 2000. The long-term pattern matches
the 30-month Southwestern SPI.
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Ground-Water Information Center
http://mbmggwic.mtech.edu

Ground-Water Information Center:
Accessing water-level information
Use your internet browser to view the the GWIC website at http://mbmggwic.mtech.edu. You can
see water-level data for Ground-Water Monitoring Program statewide network wells by clicking on
the hydrograph in the lower left corner of the page. The website will produce a map on which well
locations are shown. Clicking on a well location with your computer’s mouse will cause the
hydrograph for that well to appear.
Water-level data for wells being measured by other projects can be viewed by logging into the
database and selecting the “SWL Menu” tab.
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Ground-Water Information Center:
On-line hydrograph
An example hydrograph is shown above. Each hydrograph is calculated at the time of the query so the
image always shows the well’s most current measurements.
Below the graph, additional information such as the period of record, the depth of the well, the dates and
altitudes of record lows and highs are reported. At the bottom of the page is a link that produces the data
used to make the graph. Those data can be downloaded to your computer.
You can also select a link to display the well log and from the well log you can link to any existing waterquality information or to the Natural Resource Information System’s Topofinder application. The
Topofinder allows you to see the well’s location plotted on a topographic map or on an orthophotoquad.
Another feature of the hydrograph is a link (upper right hand corner of the image) that will show
precipitation data for the climatic division in which the well is located.
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